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ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES 

1.       Complete all relevant sections of this form. 

2.       Email it to owbnadmissionsteam@googlegroups.com . 

3.       The Membership Coordinator will email/contact you and ask for clarification on any points. 

4.       A Membership SubCoordinator will be assigned to your Application. 

5.   The Membership SubCoordinator will then work with you to shift any plots that need to be shift 
to the OWBN structure. This is generally a small task. But it helps people if your Chronicle's 
Justicars have the same names as ours and this is part of the plot shifts. 

6.       Once this is done the Membership Coordinator will put your Application forward for trial 
membership to OWBN. This means that you can have your story-tellers on the Storyteller email 
list and you can have interaction with other chronicles in the OWBN world and have OWBN 
players interact with you game. This Trial period will last for 6 months at which time, barring any 
complaints from neighboring chronicles or major problems fitting into the WOD theme as 
constructed by OWBN, the new chronicle be automatically granted full membership. 

7.       Your admission is then voted on and you will be informed of the results (possible results are 
Admission to OWBN/Extended trial Period/Denial). 

Note : That you can still contact the Membership Coord if you think the SubCoordinator is not 
doing their best for you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BASIC GAME INFORMATION 
 
Name of Chronicle (ie Dark Terror or Lost in the Darkness):  Rivers Run Red 
Physical Location of your Chronicle: Pittsburgh, PA 
IC Location of Your Game (Territories Requested):  

USA - Pennsylvania - Allegheny County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Armstrong County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Bedford County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Blair County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Butler County ; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Cambria County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Centre County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Clarion County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Clearfield County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Fayette County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Fulton County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Greene County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Huntingdon County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Indiana County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Jefferson County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Lawrence County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Mercer County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Mifflin County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Somerset County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Venango County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Washington County; 

USA - Pennsylvania - Westmoreland County; 

USA - West Virginia - Monongalia County; 

USA - West Virginia - Preston County; 

All formerly held by Rage Across Three Rivers: OWbN Garou 
 
Have you played in OWBN before, if yes where: Yes: Pittsburgh by Night 2.0 probationary, 
Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati, Gangrel Event, Grand Elysium, Ecumenical Council, Midwinter, 
and various other events… As well as this game as it was a 3 year satellite of RATR 
Have you story-told in OWBN before, if yes where: In this game, for 3 years, as a satellite game 
of RATR and at Gangrel event as part of Team Gangrel 



 
How old is your Chronicle (ie Current Chronicle): Roughly 3.5 years (since May 2013) 
How old is your Gaming Group (ie How long have you been together): 17 years (since 1999) 
Current Numbers of Players: roughly 35 
Average Age of Players: late 20’s/early 30’s 
Average Game Player Turnout: 15-20 with no travellers 
Average Number of Games Played a month: 1 (Second Saturday of each Month) 
 
Average XP assigned each month: 5-8 
 
 
STORYTELLER INFORMATION 
 
Head Storyteller Details 
Name: Dan “Fish” Dills 
Email Address: RiversRunRedST@gmail.com 
Phone Number: 412.999.3786 
Chat program names: FB msg “Dan Fish”, gchat hangouts as email. 
Duties: Oversee development of all plot arcs, logistics, and approvals.  Deal with Mage and 
garou specific rules calls as well as spirits and thaumaturgy. 
 
Assistant Storyteller(s) Details 
Name: Jordan Johnson 
Email Address: jordankael@gmail.com 
Phone Number: 716.479.0350 
Duties: Oversee plots dealing with wraith, all wraith based necromancy crossovers and Hunter.  
General plot arc development, NPC maintenance, Online presence monitoring. 
 
Do any of the storytellers have a character based in this game? Yes 
 
If so, do they actively portray it in this game? Please List 
They PC’s of the ST staff are portrayed in this game only when contacted by non-ST PC’s, but I 
offer a rotation to the staff to get chances to play a few times each year.  Narrator’s are allowed 
to play their characters unless called upon to run scenes… 
 

OWBN BYLAWS 
Have you read the Character, R&U, Administrative and Coordinator Bylaws and feel that you 
understand them, are willing to uphold them in your chronicle, and enforce them in game and in 
interactions with others? (All STs names must be listed here to assure that they all have read 
them.) 

We do:  

Dan “Fish” Dills, Jordan Johnson 


